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Name a major maker
of equipment to clean up
water pollution.
Then name a major
contractor on water
pollution plants.
Westinghouse.
Westing
You bet we're hiring.

If you can't wait for the recruiter,
write today to George Garvey,
Westinghouse Education CenterJ

Pittsburgh, Pa. 15221. An equal
opportunity employer.

You can be sure ..• if it's
Westinghouse.-



It is the story of resources ... human, natural and financial, with many chapters yet
to be written. Today, Ebasco engineers no longer conquer the wilderness, but rather

complement it. Old ways just won't do: mankind's demands for power are too
great. 1985 will see the need for electrical power systems three times the size of present national

systems ... a startling 955 million kilowatts of capacity. 0 The Ebasco engineer will be-

Th Eb
as always-in the forefront of the effort-fossil fuel, hydro, and especially

is is engineering at asco nucl~ar~ The in~~~tment i~ automation, hydroelectric a.nd
transrnission facilities. fOSSIlfuel and nuclear plants designed or

constructed by Ebasco exceeds 8 billion dollars! 0 What of the engineer? The most prized resource at
Ebasco, he works in an atmosphere of professional and technical excellence that fosters creative

growth and individuality. As Ebasco has grown, his position has not only been maintained, but enhanced.
o If you're an Electrical, Mechanical, Civil, Metallurgical or Nuclear Engineer who would like to take a

purposeful stride into the future ... to devise new methods of creating power ... to control pollution .••
to preserve frontiers as well as cross them, why not make a date to see our interviewer when he is on

your campus? Or you can write to College Relations

Department, Ebasco Services Incorporated, EBASCO SERVICES INCORPORATED
Two Rector Street, New York, New York 10006. ~

An Equal Opportunity Employer. \a5I a Boise Cascade Company
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Editor-in-Chief Doug Mehlhorn EE, '73 In the November issue of the Cooperative
Engineer you had the opportunity to read the

Managing Editor Bruce Lippard EE, '73 Engineering Tribunal's report on the academic
climate prevalent in the College of Engineering. In

News Editor Rick Davies EE, '73 this issue you can read the report on academic
climate prepared by a committee of twelve of the

Business Manager Steve Nussrallah EE, '73 younger faculty members. This report was
completed about the same time as the Tribunal

Feature Editor Dick Jacobs EE, '73 report. Both the reports contain proposals for
improving the existing academic climate. After

Circulation Manager Dave Wade EE, '73 reading these reports you should have a good idea
concerning what your elected representatives to

Staff Ed Hamilton EE, '73 Tribunal and a number of your teachers feel are
Mark Dunbar AsE, '75 the problems of the College and what they feel are
Bob Keith EE, '73 possible solutions. You will also probably have
Mark Klopfer CE, '74 developed some opinions of your own.
Gary Smock EE, '73 In the near future some of the proposals will be
Jim McDonald EE, '73 brought up before the appropriate college
Larry Lankford EE, '73 committees and the administration. If you do not

indicate your support of these proposals, then
many of the committee members will operate

Photography Bruce Lippard EE, '73 under the assumption that you are satisfied with
Mike Mattei Grad. existing conditions. If you are, fine. If you want to
Doug Mehlhorn EE, '73 see change, though, you must let these committees

and the college adminstration know your feelings.
Advisor Robert Delcamp

If you are interested in expressing your feelings
but are hesitant because you do not know whom
to contact, then write your ideas to the
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This issue's cover is a sky-
line view of Cincinnati taken
during "Turn-on Cincinnati".
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I would like to call the attention of the faculty
to some problems I have observed to be present in
the laboratory structure here in the engineering
college at D.C. Many one or two credit hour labs
which are designed to help the students to gain
knowledge and experience through practice seem
to defeat that purpose. First, entirely too much
time is required to complete the labs and associ-
ated reports in terms of the credit given for the
course. One ends up having to spend more time
with a one or two credit hour lab than he can
afford with relation to other major courses. Sec-
ond, much of the lab equipment is outdated and
difficult to use; some equipment is impossible to
use due to defects. Third, lab instructors some-
times tend to ignore their responsibility in helping
students with the labs yet grade (unexplainably)
"picky" on the reports. Fourth, the instructors in
charge tend to overdue the course by giving
extensive tests over the materiaL (I do not see why
such tests are needed in "lab" courses ... certainly
the performing of the experiments and the writing
of the reports would be enough.) Finally, due to a
combination of the above factors, many labs
become a case of, "who gets lucky enough to get
the experiments done." The rest of the class simply
obtains the data from that person or squad and the
"experiment" deteriorates into a technical stage
performance done by a few.

If the faculty members are not aware of these
problems, I challenge them to investigate them.
Certainly measures could be made to improve the
lab structure and provide a more functional learn-
ing experience for the students.

An interested student

EDITOR'S NOTE: This column is open to anyone
at the University, whether he is a student or
faculty 'member, in or out of the College of
Engineering. Letters may be concerned with any-
thing you feel our readership would be interested
in. All letters must be signed, but names will be
withheld on request. Please also include your
organizational affiliation. Address them to:

Editor, The Cooperative Engineer
Room 647, Baldwin Hall
University of Cincinnati
Cincinnati, Ohio 45219
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-WESTERN ELECTRIC REPORTS-

I I
In developing the model at Western Electric's Engineering
Research Center, it was found that melting behavior can
be described by this formula which includes terms for
shear heating and conduction heating effects. Other models
were developed for temperature and pressure profiles.

V«4??' >E'>"'\L')1 I

Molding by the millions. Western Electric people produce some End of molding cycle. At this point, the screw is stationary
8 miJJion phones a year. Molded plastic is used for housings and and heat is conducted into the plastic on the screw. After
many other parts. So there is a constant investigation into the the plastic solidifies, the mold is opened as shown. The
most effective way to use these materials. parts can then be ejected.

Solving the mysteries of molding with mathematics.

Even though plastics have been with experimental observations. So the
around for many years, there's still a lot resulting screw designs are now under-
to be learned about these versatile mate- going evaluation by engineers at our
rials and their processing. So they are the plants in Indianapolis and Shreveport.
subject for continuing studies by our Conclusion: For new designs and
engineers. materials, the model can help reduce the

Some of their recent investigations development cost for new molded parts
have brought forth new and highly useful and materials. For manufacturing current
information about a relatively unexplored products, operating costs can be reduced.
area: the melting behavior of plastics in Perhaps most significant is that we're
the injection molding process. getting information about molding tem-

One result of these studies is the peratures not available experimentally.
mathematical formula, or model, above. And many other types of information can

The model helps us predict melting be obtained without the use of costly,
behavior along the length of the injection time-consuming experimental work.
screw molding machine used to mold tele- The end result will be more efficient
phone housings and other parts. Melting ,plastic molding and therefore a better
behavior is extremely important, because product for the lowest possible cost.
plastic pellets should be completely
melted but not thermally decomposed
before injection into the mold.

This information on melting is then
used to investigate screw designs, operat-
ing conditions, machine sizes and plastic
properties. All of which is aimed at ob-
taining optimum processing techniques.

Predictions obtained from the mathe-
matical model have checked out closely

~

Western Electric
We make things that bring people closer.



k~;~~~~~l~:~~:4~%
on the time line?

To gain the competitive edge, the experts in downhill slalom have
this advice: "Watch the time line-the fastest course line."

"In the race against time, if a skier slips off and goes too low in the
traverses, he'll lose precious seconds."

As you look to your future course, watch for the company whose
progress is on a time line with your own.

Ask companies about their expansion and modernization programs (ours is an optimistic
$221 million). Find out if you're interested in the markets they're interested in.

If they have a position that fits the course you've set. If they promote from within.
Don't settle for salary and status quo. We don't. Pick a time at your college placement office.

Let's discuss your future. The Timken Company, Canton, Ohio 44706.
'I'imken" bearings are sold all over the world. Manufacturing in Australia, Brazil, Canada,

England, France, South Africa and the U.S.A.

An Equal Opportunity Employer (m/f).

TIMKEN8

REGISTERED TRADEMARK

THE TIMKEN COMPANY MANUFACTURES TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS, SPECIALTY ALLOY STEEL AND REMOVABLE ROC~ BITS.



New Directions
•
In

Aerospace Engineering

Dick Jacobs EE, '73 Ed Hamilton EE, '73

What are your impressions of what an aerospace
engineer does? Do you consider aerospace engi-
neering to be limited to such topics as the space
program or the SST? Would you consider an
aerospace engineer to be involved in such areas as
urban vehicle design, traffic and pollution control,
or blood flow? The answers to these questions
provided the motivation for the research and
formulation of this article.

The following pages attempt to demonstrate
current trends toward new applications of engi-
neering by taking a look at the Aerospace Engi-
neering Department at U. C.. As will be seen, a
broad background in the fundamentals of engi-
neering can be useful in the solution of many new
problems.

Prior to the 1960's, aerospace engineering was to
a large extent involved with aircraft problems. The
field could be characterized as dealing with "aero-
nautics" and was still in its developmental stage.
Although many sophisticated airplanes had been
built during and after the time of World War II, the
problems of "getting off the ground" were just
then being well overcome due to advances in the
areas of structural weight and strength, aerody-
namics, propulsion, stability and control. The idea
of space travel was not a concerted, practical
consideration at the time and was left more to the
realm of science fiction than to engineering.

Then in 1957, with the launching of the Russian
satellite "Sputnik", aerospace technology began to
grow into its present day proportions. Although
traditional aircraft problems were certainly pur-
sued, great emphasis was put on space mechanics.
Totally new problems became evident in such areas
as satellite control systems and telemetry, orbit
criteria, computer technology, new structures and
materials.

10

Co-author Dick Jacobs discusses the article with Dr. R. T.
Davis, Professor and Head of the Aero Department.

Great momentum was given to the technological
society as a whole. All fields of science and
engineering made more than normal progress in
research and development programs during the
decade of the 1960's, and many new areas of study
became integrated into the general discipline of
engineering. Aerospace engineering not only grew
in its relationship to the space program, but also
increased its involvement with traditional aircraft
problems. Aerospace engineering truly became
"Aerospace".

Recently, due to a reordering of national priori-
ties and some fluctuation in the economy, the
aerospace engineer has been faced with less de-
mand for his "traditional aerospace" services. Thus
he has had to search out new applications for his
broad educational background. However, due to
the very nature of the aerospace engineering
discipline, the associated curriculum has evolved
over the years into one stressing the fundamentals
of mathematics and the engineering sciences. Com-
bining this emphasis of the basics with the knowl-
edge gained in the 1960's, a powerful took is now
at hand for the solution to current problems.

COOPERATIVE ENGINEER



As a result of past experience concerning struc-
tures, it was realized that new methods of pack-
aging could be formulated. In the pursuit of
lighter, yet stronger structures, new materials and
methods were derived. These may now be applied
to such areas as simple as the design of better
cardboard containers or as sophisticated as the
design of modern buildings. Structural analysis
methods are also used in biomedical engineering
research. Stresses in human bone, such as the
femur and hipjoint, are studied analytically and
experimentally.

Within the field of dynamics and control it has
been found that problems involving urban vehicle
design, air traffic control and urban transportation
can be tackled using techniques resulting from the
aerospace engineering disciplines.

Another field which lends itself to study is that
of combustion emissions and ecology. Aerospace
engineers have had to learn much about the
combustion process in propulsion systems in order
to design very efficient jet and rocket engines.
Although it has only recently become important to
consider the emissions of such engines, previous
knowledge of combustion theory serves as a direct
corollary to the study of the (engine) pollution
problem. Not only does this new capability apply
to the design of new jet engines, but it also applies
to any combustion process. Since there is very
little difference between burning pulverized coal in
a boiler and burning hydrogen and oxygen in a
rocket engine, the possibility of designing "clean"
engines for land transportation gives rise to a
future of cleaner air.

In the realm of fluid mechanics, several new
applications become evident. In the past, the
aerospace engineer has been interested in studying
air flows over wings and through inlets. Knowledge
from these studies can be applied to the design of
more efficient urban vehicles with smoother shapes
and lines and better cooling systems. Also, the
general field of fluid mechanics can be applied to

JANUARY, 1972

the biomedical study of blood flow.
It has been shown above that the role of the

"traditional aerospace engineer" has changed some-
what due to priorities and trends of the time.
Although traditional problems have not been "mas-
tered" there is now enough known in many areas
to provide for new directions and applications of
previous knowledge. It is now essential to discuss
what changes the aerospace educational commu-
nity has undergone to account for these "new
directions" .

Primarily, it may be said that the aerospace
engineering curriculum tries to make the student
aware of the wide variety of new areas in which he
can apply his education. Although a traditional

11



aerospace education is offered, a broad enough addition to compressor flow (film heat transfer). It
background is also provided that an aerospace is hoped to improve lab facilities in the future to
engineering graduate is not limited to the areas of involve more students with the advances of modern
aircraft or space problems. This is exemplified at aerospace technology.
the various levels of the aerospace education at U. At the graduate level, it can be said that the new
C. professors add some flexibility to the number of

At the undergraduate level, a considerable courses offered. Areas of study such as combustion
amount of flexibility is present. Although there are emissions, traffic control, finite element theory in
required courses covering the "traditional" disci- structures, numerical methods in fluid mechanics,
plines of aerospace engineering, there are also systems engineering with applications to human
special topics and elected independent studies factors, and biomedical blood flow are offered or
which provide the undergraduate with the oppor- are being planned. Whereas emphasis had been
tunity to branch off into almost any technical placed heavily on fluid mechanics and propulsion
direction. For example, during the junior and in previous years, personnel are now available to
senior years, the student may elect to take addi- cover wider areas and to include more material on
tional courses in mathematics, physics, or inter- dynamics and control and structures. Also, with a
departmental engineering sciences essential to the slight decline in the previous emphasis on "space
broad fundamental background of the aerospace sciences" the curriculum now includes more fun-
community. Also, more interesting and self-moti- damental studies relevant to all engineering.
vating student labs have been recently designed to At all levels, several factors have evolved which
get students involved in experiments. Presently, a provide added flexibility to the department. First,
set of three challenging experiments is offered to a Bradley Jones Professorship has been established
involve the student with the types of contempo- from a bequest from the estate of the late Mrs.
rary equipment and instrumentation he may actu- Bradley Jones. This Professorship is in honor of the
ally use in the professional society. The three late Bradley Jones, who was the head of the
experiments involve the fundamentals of shock aeronautical engineering department at U. C. from
tubes, transducers and thermocouples and of heat 1929 to 1958 and was a pioneer in the earlier days

Part of the student lab. This view shows the shock tube
experiment.

12 COOPERATIVE ENGINEER



u. C.'s hypersonic wind tunnel. Long duration flow studies
can be made with this equipmentwith variable speeds from
Mach 1.4 to 4.0.

of aviation. The Professorship allows the depart- technological society as a whole.
ment to bring in persons of special talents in order Society has also reaped tremendous benefits
to improve possible areas where research or pro- from the advances in the aerospace community.
grams are lacking, or to give present U. C. Aero Many new products which were originally part of
faculty released time to improve the educational the space program have been adapted for use by
program in the department. Second, a cooperative the general public. New foods and food products,
"A B C" program with General Electric is available new and stronger materials, better clothing, and
which provides a channel of communications be- household appliances are only a few examples. In
tween the engineering personnel at U. C. and G. E. the realm of medicine, many new techniques for
and a continuing source of education therein. the detection of physical disorders such as heart
Finally, as mentioned before, the addition of new failure are in use, along with a long list of devices
personnel in the department gives U. C. an influx capable of helping the handicapped. One distinct
of new ideas and approaches in the engineering technological benefit is in the realm of electronics
education community. and computation. Due to national funding, the

need for small, efficient systems in spacecraft and
Conclusions the very nature of large scale problems, the

development of smaller, faster computers and
From the research for this article, it became electronic devices was given a great boost. Now the

evident to the authors that the aerospace engineer- computer is available for use by the general public
ing curriculum has been and is based on a strong and is a well accepted innovation.
understanding of the fundamentals of all engineer- Finally, the great increases in technology that
ing, As a "new direction" in aerospace engineering, resulted from the aerospace program of the 1960's
these fundamentals are being re-emphasized and have brought on new ideas which can be applied to
students are being made aware of new applications the solution of new and different problems, the
for which their broad education is suitable. pollution and transportation problems we are

Perhaps some people have the conception that aware of today. The broad background of aero-
aerospace engineering is a very limited, narrow space engineering is well adept to the solution of
discipline. The name "aerospace" is possibly an many of these problems. Thus the aerospace
incomplete description for this area of engineering; discipline should be viewed as neither a limited nor
a better name might be "modern" engineering dying one, but as one with all the flexibility
since the field is in reality a very broad one, needed to tackle the problems of the modern
encompassing a wide area of the technological world.
society. This is not to imply that other areas of Acknowledgements:
engineering are not at a similar level of sophistica-
tion. Yet the technological demands on the engi- The authors wish to express special thanks to
neers and scientists working in the realm of the following faculty members for interviews,
aerospace have been so great that a high level of information, advice and assistance in the formula-
research and development evolved in many areas of tion of this article:
engineering and science. Thus the "state of the art" Mssrs. Armstrong, Davis, Crespo da Silva, Elnan,
of the aerospace engineering community has be- Kauffman, Sobel, Wells, Ass't. Dean Delcamp
come a well integrated one with respect to the and the secretaries of the Aero Department.
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Engine Charlie's
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Winter Delight

SVEA SJODAHL

Engine Charlie's Winter Delight is Svea Sjodahl.
Svea, a 5'7" brunette, is a freshman majoring in
Home Education. Svea enjoys sewing and sews her
own clothes. She also likes horseback riding and
working on cars. So far she has installed a clutch
and muffler in addition to oil changes. Svea would
certainly be a welcome sight under Engine Charlie's
car.

Photos By Mike Mattei
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Each Saturday night The New York Times
wraps up the news.

Then FMC wraps up The New York Times.
Thanks to a rne ch an iz.ed system we de-

signed, b ui l t, and installed, the country's
largest Sunday edition is mailed the world
over, carefully protected from the elements
by a see-through wrapper.

This is just one of many unusual jobs
taken in stride by FMC.

If you want to carry it, warehouse it, pack-
age it, or whatever, chances are FMC has
handled a similar job.

You may still recall by tomorrow that we're
into machinery; but how in the world can we
get you to remember that we're also a very
large chemical company, too?

Or that we are a major factor in alleviating
the world's food problems through our
involvement in every phase of agriculture:
pumps and irrigation systems, pesticides and
fertilizers, food processing and packaging
equipment, even seeds.

Or that we're one of the country's largest
producers of rayon, acetate, and polyester
fibers.

Or that we even make sewage treatment
equipment, fire engines and railcars.

Being a diversified company means it's
hard to have one all-encompassing image.
But it does give our people an unusual variety
of ways to improve man's welfare.

If doing worthwhile things is your bag,
write or ask your placement director for the
descriptive brochure "Careers with FMC."
FMC Corporation, Box 760, San Jose, Cali-
fornia 95106.

We are an equal opportunity employer.

fmc
••••••• Q

FMC CORPORATION
You'd be surprised

at all the things we do.



Academic Climate
THE REPORT OF THE 1971

ACADEMIC CLIMA TE COMMITTEE

JUNIOR FACULTY
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

I Two of the goals of engineering education can RECOMMENDATIONS
be stated as follows:

a. To enable the student to develop such 1. Academic Calendar
natural talents as he may have and to Recommended:
provide him the knowledge, skills, under- Th t th C 11 derni 1 d bo 0 0 0 a e 0 ege aca emiC ca en ar estanding, and appreciation that will enable It d th t 11 " . .
him to pursue a personally rewarding career a ere so 0 a a engineerI~g seniors areo In

d ho h ak di to to t °b school during the Autumn, WInter, and Spnngan one w IC m es IS Inc ive con n u- . 0

to t th If f 0 t Quarters of their seruor year.Ions 0 e we are a SOCIey.
b. To instill in the student the desire to 2 Ad d PI t

d hi knowled d bOIOtO . vance acemenexpan IS nowe ge an a Illes
throughout a lifetime of self-education. Recommended:

The educational process must be one of team- That Advanced Placement through ex-
work between students and faculty in an aca- amination be made available to all engineering
demic climate which is conducive to the achieve- students in any nonlaboratory course offered
ment of these objectives. by the Engineering College.

IIThe Academic Climate Committee has, since the
end of the Winter Quarter, studied the academic 3. Advanced Standing
climate of the College of Engineering. The R d d

Ott ' t d f th I 0 • t ecommen e :cornrm ee s s u y 0 e earmng environmen
was broken into the following two major areas: That the College establish advanced

a. Attitudes - The committee studied ways standing requirements for calculus, physics,
in which more favorable atti- and chemistry.
tudes on the part of students,
faculty, and administration 4. College Image and Public Relations
might be cultivated in order Recommended:
that the above objectives be 0 o. 0

more fully realized. That the college designate an individual
charged with the responsibility of collecting

b. Facilities - The committee studied ways information . c~ncerning teachin~ .. awards,
in which existing facilities grants, publications. student activities and
might be better utilized and honor SOCIetIes, s~mlna~s, .tours, c~nferences,
future facilities better planned etc:, an~ forw~rdlng this ~nform~tlon to the
for an improved academic eli- University Public Information Office.
mate.

As a result of the committee's study, a number
of recommen~ations are made. Some of these 5. College Ombudsman
recommendations may have been suggested be-
fore and then discarded, or perhaps they are Recommended:
presently under consideration by other groups in That the College of Engineering appoint
the College. Even so, it is appropriate to list an Ombudsman to supplement the function
them here, if only to renew or encourage the of the University Ombudsman in problems
efforts of others. peculiar to the engineering student.

18 COOPERATIVE ENGINEER



6. Competency - Calculus, Mechanics That a committee of engineering faculty,
Recommended: professional practice coordinators, and stu-

dents be formed and charged with the respon-
That a competency test. be given to all sibility of:

student~ at the end of t.helr calculus and a. Performing a comprehensive study of the
~echamc.s sequence, c~venng these two sub- existing co-op system and making recom-
]e.cts. ThIS test would l~form the ~tudent of mendations for improvement.
hIS level of competency In th~se basic courses. b. Acting as a mechanism for airing mis-
No permanent record of this test should be understandings among students, faculty,
made, and the test should be used only for and the Professional Practice Depart-
student's personal evaluation. The test results ment.
would be discussed with each student and his
performance evaluated. If the student is de- 9. Departmental Advising
ficient in some areas, he should be strongly
encouraged to improve in these areas. Help Recommended:
for these students could come from non- That advising be distributed evenly
credit review courses or from a volunteer list among departmental faculty.
of faculty willing to work personally with That freshman advisors meet with their
these students. Every student should be en- advisees during Orientation Week.
couraged to reach acceptable levels of com- That the student have the same Depart-
petency on the material covered by this exam. mental Advisor for his entire five-year curric-

ulum.
7. Computer Facilities That each advisor be consulted before

Recommended: any academic action is taken concerning his
advisees at the end of each study quarter.

That more terminals be made available in
the engineering college. 10. Departmental Budgets

That the terminals in the engineering
college be accessible and operable seven days Recommended:
a week for at least 12 hours each day. That the university and college disclose

That all the computer telephone lines to the department heads the methods used to
should be operating when the computer is establish departmental budgets and that the
on-line. funds allocated for new faculty, supplies, etc.,

That the turn-around-time on batch pro- be negotiable by the department heads.
cessing be reduced.

That orientation and instructional mate- 11. Educational Innovation Support
rials and consulting services be increased. Recommended:

That an input-output desk be established .
with frequent pickup and delivery in the . T.hat the College declare ItS m~ra~ and
engineering complex. financial support of faculty efforts in mno-

vative methods of teaching. Such support
might consist of allowing time for the devel-

8. Co-op System opment of programmed-instruction units,
Recommended: learner-controlled laboratories, and a host of
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other innovative techniques. proficiency in English composition, language
That the College establish an "innovative usage, and comprehension) be evaluated by

professorship", awarded quarterly on the SAT-type examinations, and, if found to be
basis of competitive proposals. ineffective, that they either be made effective

or dropped from the required engineering
12. Entrance Requirements curriculum.

Recommended: 17. Frosh-Soph Curriculum
That the College encourage applicants Recommended:

from disadvantaged backgrounds by initiating Th t th f h h 0

a e res man-sop omore curncu-programs so that these students would have I b d ffi 0 tl f1 ibl t 11o 0 0 0 0 urn e rna e su ICIen y eXl e 0 a ow aopportunities for remedial education In order 0

1°[ fIt [11 11 t· th department to offer an experimental courseto qua I y or a er u enro men In e 0 h H S d 0 to
C II WIt out - esigna ion,o ege.

18. Identify Course Instructors13. Evaluation R d d
ecommen e :

Recommended: 0 b id Of
0

d b
That course Instructors e I enti Ie y

That a student-faculty committee be departments prior to each quarter registra-
formed to study and propose an evaluation tion.
plan (for both course and instruction) for all
undergraduate and graduate courses offered 20. Library
during all four academic quarters. The plan Recommended:
must be one that is feasible, equitable, and That the college support the rapid de-
more acceptable to the maJon~y ~f the velopment of a central science library near the
faculty as a performance evaluation instru- Brodie Science Complex which will house
ment than the present plan. The. plan,. when chemistry, biology, physics, engineering,
implemented, shall be a recognized instru- mathematics and perhaps other departmental
ment for faculty evaluation. It is imperative material.
that teaching excellence occupy at least an That our present engineering library un-
equal position with other matters in the dertake the following:
evaluation of a faculty member. a. Obtain copying facilities for library

material
14. Faculty Meeting b. Take steps to reduce the noise level

Recommended: c. Increase the present space to ease
That a Chairman of the Engineering the crowded conditions and provide

Faculty be elected bi-annually by the faculty, a lounge area for reading
that he chair the faculty meetings, and that d. Improve the appearance of the
the steering committee be composed of fac- library so that it attracts students
ulty and administrative personnel. eo Take steps to reduce the time be-

tween the ordering of and receiving
15. Final Exams of new books and journals

Recommended: f. Order all texts that are used for
o 0 0 courses and have at least one copy

That no engmeering student be required of the text on reserve while the
to take more than two final examinations in course is being offered
anyone day. . . . g. Extend its services to encompass all

T~at seniors d~nng their last quarter not engineering audio-visual instructural
be required to take final exams. materials (e.g., audio and video

cassettes, filmstrips, movie films)
16. Freshman English and provide facilities for students

utilization of those materials de-
Recommended: signed in individual use. All audio-

That the effectiveness of English 10 1,2 visual materials presently stored by
in meeting the stated objectives (developing individual departments should be

indexed and filed by the Engineer-
ing Library. Future purchases
should be requisitioned through the

EDITOR'S NOTE: Some recommendations were library as is presently done with
omitted due to space limitations. books and journals.
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21. Overseas Exchange Programs 25. Research
Recommended: Recommended:

That the College establish exchange pro- That a research coordinator be appoint-
grams with overseas engineering colleges. ed in the college to aid in the identification of

proper sources of funding, to advise on the
22. Part-Time Faculty preparation of proposals, to direct private,

Recommended: governmental and industrial requests for pro-
. posals to proper faculty members, and to

That th~. College and. Its departments coordinate college research activities with the
more ful~y utilize the educational resources of university office for research.
outstanding off-campus personnel. That the college establish an equipment

23. Performance Reviews fund to aid faculty members in initiating
research projects.

Recommended: That travel funds be available to allow
Faculty and Staff: That each department faculty members initiating research to attend

head conduct a formal annual review of the at least one conference pertinent to the
performance of the full-time faculty and staff proposed research.
members of his department and that he That closer contact between the Techni-
discuss personally with each member the cal Advisory Council, the Referral Service
results of his review. Network Office and the college be promoted.

Department Heads: That the Dean of the 26. Student-Learning Evaluation System
Colle.ge conduct a formal biannual review of R d d
h f

· ecommen e :
t e per ormance of hIS department heads,
that such review include the confidential That the college adopt an "A,B,C, in-
solicitation of the opinion of faculty in the complete, no-pass" (ABClN) student-learning
respective department, and that the Dean evaluation system to replace the present
discuss personally with each head the results "A,B,C,D,F" system. The grades A,B,C would
of his review. carry the same meaning as at present. A

Dean: That the performance of the Dean student who does not achieve the passing C
of the College be formally reviewed every grade, but who is within reach of the passing
four years by his superiors, that such review level, could be awarded an "incomplete" (I)
include the confidential solicitation of the and required to do remedial work under the
opinion of his departmental heads, and that instructor's supervision to achieve the passing
the results of his review be discussed person- level. The "no-pass" (N) grade would be
ally with the Dean. awarded, with no effect on QPA, when the

instructor feels course repetition is required
24. Ph.D. Qualifying and Comprehensive Exami- for achievement of the passing level.

nation 27. Undesignated Degrees

Recommended: Recommended:
That all departments in the College of That the Engineering College, working in

Engineering follow the same examination conjunction with the other appropriate Uni-
procedure for doctoral students. versity colleges, establish undesignated degree

Further it is recommended that this programs leading to graduate work in other
uniform examination procedure consist of: professions.

a. A written qualifying examination 28 Workshop
given in the first year of Ph.D. .
study to eliminate unqualified stu- Recommended:
dents early in the program. That the college sponsor a workshop on

b. An oral comprehensive examination the "Teaching-Learning Process" each year
given at the end of the course work before the beginning of the autumn quarter.
by the student's doctoral commit- The workshop should be led by outstanding
tee in the disciplines directly re- engineering educators from off-campus. All
lated to the student's anticipated new teaching faculty and teaching assistants
area of research. should be required to attend as part of their

c. A dissertation defense carried out college orientation program. All other faculty
according to the rules specified in members should be strongly urged to attend
the Division of Graduate Studies as a means of polishing and refreshing their
Bulletin. own classroom behavior.
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S 90 h tAt last, true high-speed rail service is on the way,oon -mp commu er In mass transportation systems from New York to San

tral -II t I-ttl Francisco.rains WI pu a I e more And, by taking some of the pressure of! our clogged

h b k · b d ' highways, it promises to make life easier for motoristsrus ac In every 0 Y S as well as rail passengers.
-, The progress of the Long Island Railroad is typical.rush hour. And nickel S Every week now, it replaces six or eight of its old cars

with gleaming "Metropolitan" cars. About the middlehelping make it happen. ofne:,tyear;afU:rits.entirenewfl:etof620car~has?een
put In service, It WIll start cutting commuting times
throughout its system.

Both the frame and skin of the new Metropolitans
are nickel stainless steel. The nickel's in there for several
reasons. It makes the steel easier to weld and form, and
adds toughness to insure car safety. It also helps arm the
car against grime and corrosion. Maintenance can take
place at the wash siding, instead of the paint shop.



----_.
_~ And, because of the remarkable strength-to-weight N.~ The International Nickel Company of Canada,

ratio of nickel stainless, each new car is about 3,000 Limited, Toronto. International Nickel Limited, Lon-
~-~pounds lighter than if it had been built with ordinary don, England.

I
~steel. Which means quicker acceleration and braking,
plus savings in power costs estimated at $2,700,000 for

l' the fleet over a 35-year lifespan.
~ Just as our metal is a helper, one that improves the

performance of other metals, so International Nickel is
- r a helper.
_~ We assist dozens of different industries all over the

world in the use of metals. We offer technical information.
~ And the benefit of our experience. Often, Inco metallur-
~;i- gists are actually able to anticipate alloys that will be
_ needed in the future, and to set about creating them.

.». This kind of helpfulness, we figure, will encourage
~ our customers to keep coming back to us.

And that helps all around.
<. The International Nickel Company, Inc., New York,
~

- New "Metropolitan" car of nickel stainless steel.

INTERNATIONAL NICK-EL H.ELPS



Places To See
in Cincinnati

What Cincinnati has to offer for your leisure time.

DOUG MEHLHORN EE'73
BRUCE LIPPARD EE'73

The student at V.C. is sometimes faced with the
problem of what to do on those evenings and
weekends when his teachers have been kind enough
to forget to make a homework assignment. This
can be especially troublesome for one who is not a
native Cincinnatian and who has had little
exposure to the city.

Often, the impression that the out-of-town
student first receives is that Cincinnati is a large,
smog-covered, industrial valley split into two parts
by 1-75. This image is undeserved, as a little time
and a means of transportation will show. Activities
which will satisfy a variety of interests are readily
available within the Cincinnati area. Also, an
afternoon or evening can be well spent at one of
the historically significant locations in Cincinnati.
To make you more aware of the city in which you
are now living, the Cooperative Engineer presents a
pictorial look at just a few of the many attractions
in Cin cinna ti.

Perhaps the most striking of Cincinnati's
attractions is its abundance of parks, which include
Mt. Airy Forest, Burnet Woods, Mt,Storm, Winton
Woods, and others. These parks are ideal for
picnics, for sports activities, and for just relaxing.
A view of Cincinnati is shown as seen from Mt.

A view of Cincinnati from Mt. Echo Park. Note the University
in the upper left.

Echo Park. Mt. Echo Park, a 73 acre hilltop park
overlooking the Ohio River and the Mill Creek
Valley, is located on the crescent of hills to the
west of the downtown area.

South of Cincinnati in Florence, Kentucky, is
Latonia Race Track for the horseracing enthusiast.
Latonia features an enclosed grandstand for the
comfort of the spectators. The track is located
close to Greater Cincinnati Airport.

Moving into downtown Cincinnati one cannot
miss Fountain Square. A favorite meeting place for
people in downtown Cincinnati, the Square is the
site of the Tyler Davidson Memorial Fountain. The
Fountain was erected by Henry Probasco in 1871
as a memorial to his brother-in-law. It dramatizes
the allegory of water. The Genius of Water, a
9-foot bronze statue of a woman with outstretched
arms, tops the Fountain. Around her are four
scenes depicting the use of water - a workman on
a burning roof pleading for water, a reluctant boy
being led by his mother to the bath, a farmer
praying for rain, and a girl offering a drink of water
to an elderly man.

COOPERATIVE ENGINEER

A look down the homestretch at Latonia Race Track.
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former residence is now a public museum in which
masterpieces by Rembrandt, Goya, Gainsborough,
and others are presented.

East of the downtown area is Mt. Adams. This
area has been affected by change less than
probably any other area of Cincinnati. It is
somewhat isolated from the rest of Cincinnati and
seems to have a character distinctly its own. This

Natural History Museum and Planetarium

Also downtown is Music Hall, a concert hall
whose construction was completed in 1878. Music
Hall is noted for its excellent acoustics. The
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra presents programs
in the central concert hall which seats about 3500
people.

The new Cincinnati Convention-Exposition
Center, located downtown, is the site of many
interesting events such as the International Folk
Festival.

Impossible to miss is Riverfront Stadium which
is currently home for the Reds and the Bengals.
The stadium seats more than 50,000 people.

A perhaps less well-known downtown attraction
is the Taft Museum, located at the east end of
Lytle Park. Once the home of Charles Taft, this

JANUARY, 1972

Music Hall in downtown Cincinnati.
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The Cincinnati Convention-Exposition Center.

Playhouse in the Park in Eden Park.

lytle Park and the Taft Museum. The Irwin M. Krohn Conservatory

26 COOPERATIVE ENGINEER

Twin Lakes in Eden Park

unique character can be attributed partly to the
distinctive specialty shops and entertainment spots
found there and even to the names of the streets-
Celestial, Monastery, St. Gregory, and St. Paul.

In the area of Mt. Adams is Eden Park, another
of the fine parks within the city. Many cultural
attractions can be found in Eden Park. For the art
enthusiast there is the Cincinnati Art Museum, the
oldest general art museum west of the Alleghenies.
Incorporated in 1881, the museum has expanded
to include some 110 permanent exhibition
galleries, 15 temporary exhibition galleries, and
other facilities. The permanent collections include
samples of art from almost every civilization of the
last 5,000 years. Adjacent to the Art Museum is
the Cincinnati Historical Society which contains
numerous books and photographs pertinent to
Cincinnati history.

A short distance from the Art Museum and the
Historical Society is Playhouse in the Park. The
Robert S. Marx Theater, seating about 650, was
opened in 1968 to house dramatic performances at
Playhouse in the Park.



Riverfront Stadium - home of the Reds and Bengals

Also in Eden Park is the Krohn Conservatory,
one of the finest public greenhouses in the
country. Permanent and seasonal botanical
collections can be found in the three large wings of
the building,

Near the University, the Cincinnati Zoo is an
important attraction. The zoo, established in 1875,
is the second oldest zoo in America. More than
2500 species of animals can be observed there.

Further north is Cincinnati Gardens. The
Gardens serve as home for the Royals basketball
team and the Swords hockey team. Many concerts
are also held at the Gardens.

About a half hour north of the University is an
attraction which has not yet been completed,
King's Island. King's Island, constructed by the
company which owned the now-closed Coney
Island, will include rides, camping grounds, and
such eye-openers as a one-third size model of the
Eiffel Tower. It is due to open this spring.

The places mentioned are but a few of the
attractions in Cincinnati. If you are interested in
these types of activities, it would be well worth
your time to visit these places. You may find
Cincinnati to be a much more interesting city than
you expected.

Cincinnati Historical Society

Cincinnati Art Museum

Cincinnati Gardens --..home of the Royals and Swords
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Replica of the Eiffel Tower at King's Island.
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RICK DAVIES EE '73
BOB KE ITH EE '73

SYMPOSIUM ON The project was designed as a teaching aid for
EFFECTIVE TEACHING JANUARY 21 the faculty and its aim was to give students an

The College of Engineering will sponsor an all opportunity to solve actual engineering problems
day and evening symposium on effective teaching involved in the study. The study entailed
techniques on Friday, January 21. The conference application of experimental and analytical
is being run by the teaching/learning ad hoc techniques in the areas of mechanical vibrations
committee chaired by Mr. Raymond. The goal of and acoustics. The testing was performed on a new
the symposium is to acquaint faculty and students Mustang loaned by Ford. Participating students
in the college with methods of achieving a more worked in small groups on five subprojects. The
effective learning situation. results of the study were coordinated into a final

It was decided to have the symposium after four report for the contest entry. Included in the areas
College of Engineering faculty members attended a of study were development of dynamic models by
similar conference at the yearly ASEE (American frequency response analysis and pulse testing,
Society of Engineering Education meeting and vibration and acoustic response from road testing,
were enthusiastic about the idea. and development of an acoustic model from

Speaking at the conference will be Lee laboratory tests. The students also utilized the
Harrisburger, Dean of Science and Engineering at sophisticated instrumentation in the U. C. mobile
the University of Texas, Odessa. Mr. Harrisburger is testing van. All lab tests were recorded on video
Vice President of ASEE. His main topics will be on tape so future classes can see exactly how the work
expected future trends in teaching, and he will was carried out. Both faculty and students
present talks entitled "The Great Brain Robbery" participating in the project received awards for
and "Innovate or Perish". Dr. Ringo will speak on their outstanding efforts.
special methods for problem-solving oriented
courses. The Educational Media Center at UC will AWARDS COMPETITION
provide information regarding the use of electronic
teaching aids in ~he lear?ing process. A quick check of the bulletin boards of

The Symposium WIll start at 9:00 a.m. on professional societies representing each department
January 21 and will conclude that evening with (IEEE ASME AIChE ASCE AIAA etc.) reveals
din~er and a joint faculty and student di~cuss~on that there are' many ~ndergr;duate contests open
session. All. fa~ulty and s~u?ents .of the engIne~rIng to students. These competitions are both technical
college are invited to participate In the symposium. and non-technical. Entries are usually required to

AWARD IN THE be either an essay or a project and report. Most
MECHANICAL DEPARTMENT offer some form of cash award, and all provide an

The Department of Mechanical Engineering has opportunity to gain recognition for original ideas.
recently been selected to receive the national Students at the University of Cincinnati, being
award for its participation in the Mustang Project in both academic and industrial diciplines
for the Academic community during the spring simultaneously due to the co-op program, are in an
quarter of 1971. Dr. Ivan Morse, project excellent position to compete for these awards.
coordinator, has received a check for $1000 on V.C. students who have entered these contests in
behalf of the department. Ably assisting Dr. Morse the past have done well.
were Dr. William Shapton, Mr. David Brown, With many people wondering if the traditional
thirteen graduate students, and fourteen seniors in grading system is an entirely accurate indication of
the class of 1971. V. C. was one of twenty ability, this type of competition affords an
universities entered in the competition sponsored additional way for students to demonstrate
by the Ford Marketing Corporation. engineering ability.
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No Ball FINANCIAL AID DEADLINE

The Engineering Ball will not be held this year The deadline for submitting financial aid
due to financial reasons. In past years, the applications for the 1972-73 school year is
University Budget Board has supplied about February 1, 1972. Applications and Parent's
one-third of the funds necessary for the ball. This Confidential Statement forms are available at the
year, 'funding for social functions, awards and Financial Aid Office, Room 206 Beecher.
affairs not benefiting the entire campus have been
cut to a minimum. Without financial support from
the Budget Board, the Engineering Tribunal felt
sponsorship of the ball was financially unfeasible.

TB1TINITIATION

TB7T, the national engineering honorary society,
CENTRAL L1BARY TO BE BUILT held its autumn quarter initiation on Friday,

December third. Those students entering TB1T
Although plans are indefinite at present, it has were:

been decided to build a University library costing Bob Anderson AsE'72
approximately $10 million. It will probably be in James Dulley ME'72
the vicinity of the engineering college, according to Dennis Forchione EE'72
Professor Henderson, a member of the Bill Fox EE'72
programming committee for the library. Bruce Gahn AsE'72

Over winter break a fact finding tour of the Donald Grollimund ME'72
libraries of the University of Illinois, Indiana Bruce King CE'72
University, Notre Dame, and Pittsburg was made Wayne Montag AsE'72
by the committee. A. site study report on the David Pugh ME'72
findings of a research group will be made available Louis Roettger ChE'72
soon. Warren Wotring CE'72

The library will be completed in two phases. John Yingst ChE'72
Initially a $10 million facility will be built, to be Steve Bertke CE'73
ready in 1974 or 1975. Additions will be John Van Boggs ChE '73
considered at a later date. The prospects are Rick Davies EE'73
excellent that the engineering library will become Ed Delp EE'73
part of the new main library, according to Ed Hamilton EE'73
Professor Cook, Chairman of the Engineering Bob Jelen EE'73
College Library Committee. Alvin Kates CE'73

The committee recommends this because of David Korner EE'73
convenience to users whose interests cover several Tom McNeilan CE'73
subject areas, and for economic and operating Doug Mehlhorn EE'73
efficiency reasons. Mr. Bruce Kaufmann, Director Ronald Prevost EE '73
of University Libraries, comments that "In the Bill Seith ME'73
sciences and engineering we have witnessed the
steady erosion of what were once regarded as Students in the top eighth of their junior class
separate disciplines ... Under departmentalism, and top fifth of their senior class are eligible for
short of massive duplication, the researcher must election to TB1T.Two inductions are held each year,
seek out his materials in several different libraries, once in autumn quarter and once during winter
often geographically apart." quarter.
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